
Documentation of Process  

 Each member had their own roles to complete the projects and collaborated roles when 

they were finished with their role. We wanted to focus on Women2Drive because we thought it 

was interesting how it wasn’t technically illegal for women to drive but it was taboo. Women just 

didn’t drive as a rule of the society. The movement started when a woman bravely decided to 

take the wheel and post a video of herself driving on youtube. The video went viral. 

 The youtube video is what inspired the PSA. Because the campaign for women drivers 

started in the car why not have the PSA take place within the car. Gabby came up with the idea 

of having a woman in the car and later after discussion we decided that it would be a good 

juxtaposition to have a man in the car as well. Gabby filmed the project and originally we wanted 

to have a dramatic zoom in. The zoom in would occur from the front of the car looking in 

through the windshield. We wanted to zoom into our actress’s eye. When we brought this up in 

the midterm we realized this might not be possible. Gabby decided to give it a try. We ended up 

not using the footage.  

 Vanessa had created a storyboard for Gabby to follow when she was filming. The story 

board consisted of 4 shots. The first shot was of the woman in front of a black screen, the second 

was of the man in the car. The third was of the woman in the car and the last was of the car 

driving away. While Gabby was shooting she made a great creative decision to have our actress 

standing in front of bars with the traffic behind the bars. The bars were a representation of the 

oppression of women being told they weren’t allowed to drive. There was also extra footage of 



the male driving away in the car. This was later incorporated in the editing phase by Sierra and 

Vanessa. 

 While Vanessa and Gabby where working on the visuals of the PSA Sierra worked on the 

script. She did research and found a story about a woman who was arrested for driving her father 

to the hospital. She also found a story of a mother who wasn’t able to take her son the hospital 

while he was having an asthma attack. Both of the stories were touching and originally it was 

decided to incorporate both. We discussed using both of the stories and came to the conclusion 

that it was best to keep the PSA short. Sierra narrowed the script down to one story. When Sierra 

was finished with the script she gave it too Zach and he looked for music to match the 

melancholic tone. He decided to incorporate two songs. The first sad to dramatize the story being 

told and the second empowering too show the strength of the women who had decided to drive. 

 We discussed and decided to add the inspirational women2drive pictures at the end too 

show that women2drive isn’t a hopeless cause, but a cause too standup for. By seeing pictures of 

other women driving, women know they are not alone in the effort to support driving and are 

more willing to join. Everyone participated in the editing phase deciding what we should keep in, 

how long we should make each segment and when we should incorporate the music. Also we 

utilized Vanessas voice for the voice overs.  

 For the midterm and final Zach also the pictures while Sierra and Gabby wrote the 

documents. Vanessa provided the handwritten visuals and we all put it together. 


